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FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL®

FRIEDRICHSTRASSE 

A Historic
Ensemble,
Redesigned
with Respect

Envisioning a Responsible Future

WELCOME

In the middle of the city center, Berlin-Mitte, will be a new
quartier for the future. Modern big-city life weaves its way
into the architecture of three centuries. In no other place
in the capital city are history and culture so contemporary:
directly neighbouring the UNESCO World Heritage Museum
Island, the new FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL® comprises eight heritage-protected buildings and a new citycenter square: for the first time in history, this unique
ensemble will be a meeting point for both Berliner locals
and visiting guests. Culture and joie de vivre, tradition and
the modern define the FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL®,
making it into an international center of attraction.

The FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL® is a project of the
Freiberger Holding. Known for experience in respectful
renovations, meticulous modernizing, and the revitalization of treasured monuments, Freiberger is predestined
for the sustainable development of this celebrated area.
The FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL® – the best for Berlin.
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At the Crossroads
between
Culture and
Trends
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GALLERY QUARTER
MUSEUM ISLAND
NEW SYNAGOGUE

FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL®
TRENDY NEIGHBOURHOOD

LOCATION

Situated directly on the Spree River in the heart of Berlin,
the FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL® is at the crossroads
of culture and the in-crowd. All the places that make this
city-of-contrasts Berlin one of the most exciting metropolises in the world are but footsteps away.
The FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL® lies in the middle of
Berlin’s hotspots: with the hip neighbourhood of the
Hackesche Markt and the Oranienburger Strasse, the gallery
quarter filled with contemporary art galleries of Augustand Linienstrasse, with Rosenthaler- and Torstrasse, a hotbed of trend-setters.

Here are the cultural-historical landmarks of Berlin: the
New Synagogue, the UNESCO World Heritage Museum
Island, the future Humboldtforum in the reconstructed
Berlin City Palace (Berliner Stadtschloss), the German
Historic Museum, the Berlin Cathedral (the Dom), the
grand boulevard Unter den Linden, Bertolt Brecht’s Berliner
Ensemble, and revue theatre Friedrichstadtpalast.
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Communication
and Scientific
Innovation
HISTORY

With its over two-hundred year history, the FORUM an der
MUSEUMSINSEL® was always a place of communication
and research. The northern part of the area was developed
in the mid 19th century into a centre of innovation, in particular the post office and telegraph office, whose impact,
of course, was felt far beyond Berlin. Today one can see it
as part of the origins of development towards modern
communication.
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Some 20,000 telegrams were sent from that historic
telegraph office, the oldest in Europe, with a network
reach of some 400 kilometres. Thanks to the always-new
telephone technology, the Fernsprechamt (telephone
exchange) connected hundreds of Berliners to the world
at large.
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Attentive
New Designs
for the 21st
Century
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GROPIUS ENSEMBLE

SIMON PALAIS
DAS BAUHAUS
RESIDENZ MONBIJOU
FERNSPRECHAMT
FORUM

HAUPTTELEGRAPHENAMT

LOGENHAUS

ARCHITECTURE

Architecture The FORUM on the MUSEUMSINSEL® is
not only exemplary of Berlin’s cultural history but also
reflects upon three centuries of European architectural
history. The oldest building, built from 1789-91 in the classical style, served as the lodge of Prussian freemasons. The
Charité Women’s Clinic (built from 1879-83) – today’s
Gropius Ensemble – was designed by Martin Gropius in a
neo-Renaissance style. Majestic neo-Baroque can be found
in the Main Telegraph Office, built in 1910-16. The classical neo-Baroque Monbijou House (built 1902-06), today

the Residenz Monbijou, also belonged to the Charité as
did the Ida Simon House (built 1908-10), known today
as the Simon Palais. Architectural elements of the 20th
century were combined with imposing Art Deco Expressionism of the 1925-27 erected Fernsprechamt (telephone
exchange) and the 1929-32 purist forerunner of the Bauhaus-style Charité Women’s Clinic – now Das Bauhaus –
without any compromises. The historic building materials
will be carefully restored and yet modernised by the architects Sir David Chipperfield alongside Patzschke & Partner.
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Trailblazing
the New
Berlin
NEW PATHWAYS

New Pathways The widely diverse architecture of the
northern and southern boundaries will be made more
visually coherent by the new plans for Ziegelstrasse, creating a new quartier in the heart of Berlin. The now-closed
off row of houses on Oranienburger Strasse will be opened
up for direct access onto a newly constructed city square
called the Forum.
With the designed landscaping, the new city quartier raises
the bar of quality of life in the neighbourhood.
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Furthermore, beyond the borders of the new area, other
parts of the neighbourhood will also be redesigned in cooperation with district officials.
The Spree riverfront and Monbijoustrasse become prominent promenades stretching from the Residenz Monbijou,
the Simon Palais, and former Main Telegraph Office. In the
future, the Museum Island will be connected with the
neighbouring area known as the Spandauer Vorstadt.
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The Forum:
A new Public
Square
FORUM

Forum A new urban meeting point is created through
opening access to the Pakethof (the “package courtyard”).
The central name-giving square offers up excellent standards of living for the entire neighbourhood, even the
whole of Berlin. Enticing eateries and new shops will
make it even more attractive.
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As an event space, the Forum will offer a diverse entertainment program throughout the year.
This will be a place of unprecedented recreation and relaxation: from soaking in the first morning rays of sun to
whiling away a late Sunday afternoon in a beer garden
– here one does as one pleases. It’s Berlin after all.
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Modern Times
in Old
Buildings

GROPIUS ENSEMBLE
SIMON PALAIS
DAS BAUHAUS
RESIDENZ MONBIJOU
FERNSPRECHAMT
FORUM

HAUPTTELEGRAPHENAMT

LOGENHAUS

Haupttelegraphenamt At the beginning of the 20th
century, Berlin was the centre of telegraphic communication. In 1909, the government official responsible for the
post office, Wilhelm Walter, and architect Max Lehmann
began planning the neo-Baroque Main Telegraph Office,
which would take up the entire block between Oranienburger- and Ziegelstrasse. In 1918, after the end of the
First World War, the highly modern technical building was
already in working use. It was an imposing complex of
great halls, seven building wings, distinguishing stairway
towers, and two courtyards: the biggest telegraph office
in all of Europe and, of course, a forerunner of today’s internet. The then most modern pneumatic post system
stayed in operation until 1986.
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Future Airy, modern office-lofts will be installed in the
wing facing Oranienburger Strasse. Guests of the new lifestyle hotel Telegraph and residents of the upscale apartments will enjoy a view onto Monbijou Park and Museum
Island. The ground level will be outfitted with attractive
shops convenient to the building’s residents and offices as
well as the tourists. A brasserie and fitness/wellness centre top off the added bonuses of the new complex.
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A Cultural
Landmark:
The Logenhaus
of 1791

GROPIUS ENSEMBLE
SIMON PALAIS
DAS BAUHAUS
RESIDENZ MONBIJOU
FERNSPRECHAMT
FORUM

HAUPTTELEGRAPHENAMT

LOGENHAUS

Logenhaus The former lodge of the German Freemasons (“Große Landesloge der Freimaurerei Deutschlands”)
on Oranienburger Strasse 71/72 is the oldest still-standing
preceptory in Germany.
It was built from 1789-1791 by lodge member and government building official Friedrich Christian Becherer, who was
also a founder of the Berliner Bauakademie (building academy). With its two side entrance gateways, it was one of
the gems of Berlin’s classicist building history. In 1831 the
building gained a few stories in height and from 1865-67
a new hall with an almost eight-meter-high dining hall at
ground level and on the first floor above it was an impressive “working hall” decorated with typical lodge paintings.
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In 1898 the central German Post Office acquired the house
and used it, among other things, for a parcel office. The
former “working hall” was turned into an employee cantine. Later, the Logenhaus became a part of the Institute
for Post and Telecommunications of the GDR.
Future With the cultural significance of the Logenhaus,
suitable offices and businesses will find a new home here.
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A Masterpiece
of Construction:
Tailor-made
for Creatives

GROPIUS ENSEMBLE
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FORUM

HAUPTTELEGRAPHENAMT

LOGENHAUS

Fernsprechamt To accommodate the widespread use
of the telephone, after the First World War there was an
urgent need for a new Telephone Exchange office in Berlin.
In record construction time, from 1926-27, an imposing,
masterpiece of expressionist Art Deco architecture was
erected on the then Artilleriestrasse, now Tucholskystrasse,
designed by Felix Gentzen.
After the Second World War, the Fernsprechamt was annexed with the Institute for Post and Telecommunications
of the GDR in the still-existing corner building on Oranienburger Strasse.
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Future Along Tucholskystrasse, the ground level will be
decked out with commercial shops and services. A modern
IT company of the New Economy will occupy the loft offices.
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Classic Meets
Modern:
Extensions and
New Designs
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Gropius Ensemble With the founding of the Berlin
University in 1810, the area between Ziegelstrasse and
the Spree became the site of an important clinic. In addition
to the main neo-Renaissance building erected by leading
architects Martin Gropius and Heino Schmieden, the
round lecture hall was where leading luminaries such as
surgeon Professor Sauerbruch taught.
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The internationally acclaimed star architect Sir David
Chipperfield, responsible in Berlin for the masterplan of
the Museum Island, among other things, has redesigned
the Gropius Ensemble faithful to its original designs. The
Ensemble has been subject to several modifications over
the years. Its history is furthered here. The southern
annex which was carried off after the Second World War
finds its ersatz in a newly designed modern building. The
pavilions benefit from newly added garden areas. The
impressive ensemble will be a representative space, be
it for administration or educational purposes.
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For
Bauhaus Lovers,
no Compromises
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Das Bauhaus In conjunction with new plans for the
Charité Clinics on the Spree, Walter Wolff designed in the
“International Style” an uncompromisingly modern new
Women’s Clinic (built 1930-32) on Ziegelstrasse.
Wolff succeeded in creating a plan of enticing simplicity
and pure beauty, Bauhaus architecture in full bloom. The
rooms facing south were graced with atelier skylights and
the half-round gymnastic hall was designed with a spectacular view onto Museum Island, the Rotes Rathaus
(town hall) and Alexanderplatz. Sheltered from the wind,
the Liegehalle (hall for recumbent patients) on the flat
rooftop attracted quite a bit of attention.
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Future Under the insightful leadership of architect Sir
David Chipperfield, the Bauhaus buildings will be converted into new residences as well as galleries or designoriented shops. The atelier skylight space as well as the
rooftop terrace will house representative office spaces.
Living Via a house-within-a-house concept, over
three floors of large south-facing apartments will be
built with either individual rooftop terraces or smaller
apartments with views onto the Forum. To a large degree, the exclusive apartments reflect architect Sir
David Chipperfield’s clear designs. The height of the
ceiling and great windows create an airy atmosphere.
The exquisite furnishings are not only modern but also
offer extraordinary comfort.
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New Living
in Mitte:
Art within Reach
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Residenz Monbijou From 1895 on, after Charité gradually began acquiring the land opposite the park in front
of Schloss Monbijou, a new building was erected from
1902-06 on Monbijoustrasse. The formal neo-Baroque
building was designed by Georg Thür, who shortly thereafter built the neighbouring Ida Simon House.
In 1927 the palatial city palace became a part of the Women’s Clinic. Among the most beautiful buildings in Berlin,
it was located directly across from the domed structure of
the contemporaneously built Bode Museum and Monbijou
Bridge.
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The Residenz Monbijou was modernised by the architects
Patzschke & Partner, keeping the aura of the house intact.
The imminent style of the grand, historical house is reflected in the newly designed apartments. Located catercornered from the Bode Museum, the ground floor of the
Residenz Monbijou will feature a gallery.
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Beautiful Views:
Living on the
Waterfront
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Simon Palais In the years between 1909-11 a Berlin
philanthropist’s bequest (through the Ida Simon Foundation) would provide for a building designed by Georg Thür
as a “private ... hospital regardless of religious faith for
women and girls who receive no public assistance otherwise.” With views onto the Spree, the patients’ rooms were
comfortably furnished with private bathrooms, each with
its own floor-embedded bathtub.
The neo-Classical house was graced by elegant style elements and a unique red facade.
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Directly located on the Spree prominade, the Simon Palais
features both one and two-storied apartments with magnificent views onto Museum Island.
On the ground floor is the small, exquisite Literaturcafé
(literature cafe). Here one can take advantage of the incredible offerings of the literary program. The architects
Patzschke & Partner’s restoration of the building maintains the charm of the historic architecture.
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Lavish Life
at a
World Heritage
Site
Living
With their spectacularly exclusive rooftop terrace apartments over two floors, the Residenz Monbijou and the
Simon Palais offer up an unprecedented level of comfort.
The west side of the Residenz facing the quiet garden
courtyard features a row of generous balconies along the
building’s classical facade. The light-flooded apartments of
the Palais are distinguished by their east/west loggias and
waterfront, south-facing balconies. The newly designed entrance foyers are exceptional. Connected by shared staircases, there are a maximum of two apartments per floor,
each with its own attractive floorplan. A carport is also
available.
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High ceilings, oak parquet flooring, and smoothly plastered
walls lend each apartment an air of classic modernity.
Master bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms and walk-in
closets, as well as individually customised kitchens and
separate housekeeping rooms top off the excellent features.
Both the Residenz Monbijou and Simon Palais are bordered by a park-like garden area, conceived as serene places
of solitude. The trees include both sycamore and linden
varieties as well as flower beds and hedges to complete
the picture of perfectness.
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Imprint

Editor
Forum Museumsinsel GmbH & Co. KG
Alt-Moabit 98
10559 Berlin
Represented by general partner Freiberger Grundbesitz Berlin GmbH
Freiberger Grundbesitz Berlin GmbH represented by the Managing Directors:
Michael Schürer, Birgitt Fröhlich
Local Court: Amtsgericht Berlin-Charlottenburg, HRA 40293B
USt-IdNr.: DE257 995 128

Copyright
All rights reserved exclusively to Freiberger Group
including the right to reproduce this publication in any form whatsoever.
Reproduction or usage of parts or whole articles or photos only with
the written editor’s permission. FORUM an der MUSEUMSINSEL is a
registered trademark.

Photos
Copyright: Forum Museumsinsel GmbH & Co.KG
Picture Credits were accurately generated in the best of knowledge.
We apologize for any mistakes.
© 2016
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